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Abstract:
An important topic in reliability analysis is to determine the failure probability of complex systems,
such as P = Pf (ϕ(X) > 0), where X is a random vector, possibly high dimensional, drawn from
the probability density f , and ϕ : Rn 7→ R is a deterministic black-box function. This probability
can be difficult to evaluate when {ϕ(x) > 0} is a rare event and calls to the function ϕ are
computationally expensive. For these reasons, deterministic methods and the classical stochastic
method of Monte Carlo are inefficient to evaluate such probabilities. Some stochastic techniques
have been developed to efficiently estimate rare event probabilities ([3, 1]). In the thesis, we focus
on the Cross-entropy (CE) method [6], a particular case of Adaptive Importance Sampling (AIS)
(see [4]), consisting in sampling from an auxiliary density for which the failure event {ϕ(x) > 0}
is more frequent. CE is based on the minimisation of the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
the optimal IS density and a chosen parametric family of auxiliary densities, in order to find an
efficient auxiliary density and estimate the probability. A convenient choice of parametric family
is the Gaussian family N (m, Σ), with mean vector m, and covariance matrix Σ. Thus the basic
CE algorithm estimates the optimal parameters m∗ and Σ∗ , with m̂ and Σ̂, then draws a sample
from N (m̂, Σ̂) and finally estimates the probability.
However, CE and more generally IS techniques, often fail to estimate probabilities, when the
dimension of the parameters is large (see for instance [5, 8, 7]). The main contribution of the
thesis [2] is the development of a simple algorithm improving the CE method in high dimension
and for unimodal problems, by estimating the variance only in a one-dimensional subspace. Indeed,
if n is the dimension of the input X, the space of Gaussian parameters (m, Σ) is of dimension
n + n(n + 1)/2, which means that we estimate more than n2 /2 parameters in the CE algorithm.
By estimating the covariance matrix in a one-dimensional subspace, we can reduce the number
of estimated parameters to only n + 1. This subspace is chosen as the subspace spanned by the
CE-optimal mean m∗ , span(m∗ ), which gives an influential direction in the covariance estimation
(i.e. a direction where the covariance varies significantly during the CE algorithm). The new
algorithm, called CE-m∗ , gives accurate probability estimation in high dimension, without any
additional computation, and without gradient information, provided that we are in a unimodal
case. Figure 1 shows the efficiency of CE-m∗ and the degradation of CE when the dimension
grows.
Although the projection on span(m∗ ) gives efficient results, this direction is not always optimal.
Thus, to pursue this work, we aim to find other directions to project the covariance matrix Σ.
The minimisation of the Kullback-Leibler divergence suggests that some eigenvectors of Σ can be
optimal projections. This work is still in progress but already gives hopeful results. Moreover,
this can be applied to any expectation estimation in general, not only to rare event probabilities.
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Figure 1: Evolution of the estimation of the probability P = Pf (ϕ(X) > 0) as the dimension
increases for ϕ a linear function and for different algorithms. In dashed are three algorithms
which provide accurate and indistinguishable results: IS with the optimal density gm∗ ,Σ∗ , CE
with auxiliary family G = {gm,Σ∗ }m∈Rn where one uses the optimal variance and estimates the
(both the mean and the
mean, and CE-m∗ . In red with triangle is CE with {gm,Σ }m∈Rn ,Σ∈M+
n
(one uses the
full covariance matrix are estimated). In blue with circles is CE with {gm∗ ,Σ }Σ∈M+
n
optimal mean m∗ and estimates the full covariance matrix). In green with squares is CE with
{gm∗ ,Σ }Σ∈M
(one uses the optimal mean m∗ and estimates 3/4-th of the covariance matrix).
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